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ABSTRACT
To this date, the most critical piece of evidence on the purposed “natural origin” theory of
SARS-CoV-2, was the sequence known as RaTG13, allegedly collected from a single fecal sample
from Rhinolophus Affinis. Understanding the provenance of RaTG13 is critical on the ongoing
debate of the Origins of SARS-CoV-2. However, this sample is allegedly “used up” and therefore
can no longer be accessed nor sequenced independently [1], and the only available data was the
3 related Genbank accessions: MN996532.1, SRX7724752 and SRX8357956.
We report these datasets possessed multiple significant anomalies, and the provenence of the
promised claims of RaTG13 or it’s role in proving a “probable bat origin”[2] of SARS-CoV-2 can
not be satisfied nor possibly be confirmed.

RESULTS
Anomalous enrichment of telomere-like repeat sequences in
the dataset SRX7724752

Figure 1: The reads that contained Telomere-like repeat sequences within the first 20 reads of
SRX7724752.
Despite the theoretical presence of traces of Telomere-like repeats in total RNA of most cells,
such repeats comprise only a tiny fraction of the total cellular RNA within real biological samples,
and normally does not show up in the first 100 reads. RaTG13 contained an anomalous amount
of such repeats, which comprises 63% of the dataset and exist in nearly any set of 10 reads within
this dataset. In comparison, the next highest content of such repeats within any other sample of
similar context on NCBI, contained merely 4% of these repeats, which does not show up in the
first 20 reads of the dataset. Telomere-like repeats are not detected in the first 100 reads of any
other datasets examined.
In comparison, the related SRX7724693 lacked such reads within the first 100 reads of the
dataset.

Figure 2: the first 100 reads in SRX7724693 did not show any Telomere-like repeats.
In addition, SRX7724752 contained 6% all-N sequences that were exactly 35nt long, which is not
found at levels any close in other datasets that had the same design section.

Figure 3: an example of All-N read in SRX7724752.

Anomalous enrichment of non-attributable and low-match
data within SRX7724752

Figure 4: BLAST result of 100 random reads obtained from RaTG13 using BLASTn.
In addition to the anomalous enrichment of repeats, The vast majority of the non-repeat
sequences in SRX7724752 does not show any clear matches when examined using BLASTn. With
matching results ranging from nearly all domains of life—all of which were partial and low-quality
matches, including that of bats.
Only 2 out of 7 Non-repeat and non-PolyN sequences from the first 20 reads from SRX7724752
had any matches, and the match was only partial matches to certain hypothetical proteins

Figure 5: the BLASTn result of the 2 non-repeat and non-PolyN sequences in the first 20 reads of
SRX7724752. The rest can not be matched to any known organisms.

Depletion of bacterial-like reads in SRX7724272 which is
inconsistent with fecal samples prepared using the methods
as indicated by the “Design” section of the SRX7724752
metadata.
Fecal matter [3], is primarily bacteria by composition. All other fecal swabs prepared using the
methods indicated by the metadata correctly showed the presence of bacteria as the majority of
the reads. In contrast, SRX7724272 contained only 0.65% bacteria-like reads, all of which were
16S rRNA.

Figure 6: Phylogenetic analysis of SRX7724272.

Figure 7: A set of 9 Swabs. The only ones that matches RaTG13 by metadata on Genbank. None of
them had more Eukarya-like reads than Bacteria-like reads.
In addition to the anomalous depletion of bacterial-like reads, SRX7724272 also lacked

discernible reads from bacterial mRNA.

Figure 8: BLAST hits of bacterial non-ribosomal RNA genome on SRX7724272 and another swab
from Rhinolophus Affinis under the same library preparation section.

Observation of anomalous and unexpected data within
SRX7724752

Figure 9: Phyllostomus Discolor, or Pale spear-nosed bat, a species of bat native to the Americas,
is found in high abundance within SRX7724752.

Figure 10: A sequence which was matched to a bat mRNA clone in the first 96 nucleotides, but
then matching nothing on the later nucleotides. This match end with a T.

Figure 11: a viral sequence fused to a mRNA-like sequence. Again overlapping on an A.
Of the only 3 sequences within the viral reads within SRX7724752 that displays fusion of different
sequences, only one sequence matches that of a canonical coronavirus subgenomic mRNA leader,
another one was the read illustrated in Figure.11, while the third one was a non-canonical fusion
of two non-TRS regions in the RaTG13 genome.

Figure 12: an anomalous fusion of two non-canonical regions of the RaTG13 genome. The fusion
again happens on a T.

Figure 13: the only canonical sgRNA-like read* in SRX7724752.
Furthermore, SRX7724752 contained significant amount of reads that had higher query coverage
on the DNA sequence than on the corresponding mRNA. This most likely indicate a clonal, rather
than cDNA, library, was responsible for most of the bat-like reads observed in SRX7724752.

Figure 14: a read from SRX7724752 which have higher coverage on the clone than on the
corresponding mRNA. E.g. the read contained nucleotide sequences that were not supposed to
be transcribed in actual cells/bats.

Inability of SRX8357956 to prove the promises claimed in [5]

Figure 15: A complete analysis [4] of all Amplicon sequences in SRX8357956. Including the
location of these amplicons and the similarity of such amplicon to the RaTG13 and SARS-CoV-2
genome.
Chuan Xiao et.al claimed that RaTG13 contained all the 3 S1 variable loops that were previously
considered unique in SARS-CoV-2. [5] However, such claims can not be verified using the
amplicons listed in SRX8357956.

Figure 16: a thorough analysis of the amplicons located on the S locus of RaTG13 in SRX8357956.
Notice that the last 4 amplicons sequenced in 14/10/2018 was of very low quality matches, and
matched other organisms—including Mouse(mus musculus).

Figure 16: BLAST result of the non-RaTG13 matched parts of Amplicons 25, 24 and 23 in
SRX8357956
Using the remaining amplicons, the 3 variable loops, GTNGIKR, HKSNK and VIFSQ was obtained.

This is vastly different from the variable loops possessed by SARS-CoV-2, which were GTNGTKR,
HKNNK and GDSSSG. Therefore, the promise of Chuan Xiao et. Al does not hold upon raw data
analysis.

Probable discontinuities in RaTG13 sequencing in SRX8357956

Figure 17: Detailed analysis of the early amplicons located in the nsp12 RdRp region of RaTG13 in
SRX8357956.
Within the amplicons labeled “7896”, there were 2 sites of overlap—the first overlap, a region
158bp in length, contained only 2nt difference—all C-T transitions—to SARS-CoV-2. Such
transitions easily arise in passage, and are probable sequencing errors from a degraded/passaged
sample of DNA.

The second overlap, one with BtCoV/4991, contained only 1 C-T transition, which have a probable
origin in the primers used to generate the amplicons in the first place.

DISCUSSIONS
Origins of the anomalies in SRX7724752

Figure 18A: Origin of repeating sequences in SRX7724752.
The only satiable explanation for the anomalous enrichment of the Telomere-like repeats in
SRX7724752, involves the self-amplification of such sequences in a PCR reaction with little to no
template.
Normally, with significant amount of template, the random primers normally used in RT-PCR
amplifies most sequences evenly and outcompetes the repeat sequences in the reaction, and the
result was an accurate reflection of such repeats within cellular samples—extremely poor.
However, in samples that have little to no template, such that the random primers/random
hexamers used in the reaction were not able to prime the amplification of most sequences—e.g.
the amount of normal templates within the reaction falls below the timescale needed for the
amplification of the repeating sequences, Repeating sequences, of which telomere-like repeats
forms the vast majority of it in the environment and in most samples, can self-amplify in a
primer-independent fashion, eventually reaching very high dominance, through repeated
denaturing, sliding, reannealing and extension.
As this is a linear process, the self-amplification process is very slow, and is normally
outcompeted by the normal amplicons as long as any usable amount of templates were present.
Therefore, the presence of anomalously enriched telomere-like repeats within SRX7724752
indicate that the original sample couldn’t have contained enough templates for the generation of
the complete genome, through any means possible.

Figure 18B: Origin of the random matched sequences and partial sequences in SRX7724752
The majority of the sequences that were not repeats, when BLASTed, does not match any known
organisms. There were also many sequences that matches—only partially, to many diverse
organisms. What was striking, is, however, is that these matches often ends with an “A” or a “T”.
The most possible explanation of this anomaly is that the Library preparation process of
ILLUMINA RNA-seq, which include strand synthesis and A-T ligation to adaptors, were fed dsDNA
rather than ssRNA, as input. Such dsDNA input may be PCR products, or it may be a pre-made
ILLUMINA sequencing library—Certain mRNA-like reads were inadvertently inverted, indicating
double-stranded cDNA was likely used instead of single stranded mRNA.

Figure 19: An inverted mRNA-like read.
*: Analysis of the sole sgRNA-like read reveal the usage of a leader/F primer and the mispriming
of Amplicon DNA

Figure 20a: the match analysis between different genomic fragments of RaTG13, of the sole
sgRNA-like read* in SRX7724752. *:Figure 13
Despite being sgRNA-like in the first glance, analysis of the exact overlapping region of this
particular read reveal that this region is identical to BtCoV/ZC45 and BtCoV/ZXC21—indicating it’s
identity as likely being a consensus primer.

Figure 20b: BLAST result of CTCTCGATCTCTTGTAGATCTGTTCTCTAAACGAAC.
This particular sequence have extended overlap to the beginning of the N gene, which was
coincidentally at the end of the last 2017/06/17 amplicon. This indicate it was most likely the
product of mispriming, rather than a true sgRNA-like read.

SRX7724752 is a mixed library consists of a matrix of dried
American bat guano, a bat WGS/RNA-seq ILLUMINA library, a
synthetic 16S library and megaprimer PCR products from the
SRX8357956 Amplicons and a degraded sample of SARS-CoV-2
cDNA
Phyllostomus Discolor, a species of bat native to Mexico and southern United states, leaves
numerous Full-length 100% matched reads that don’t match anything else. Coincidentally,
Mexico is one of the major supplier of bat guano used for fertilizer and other commercial
purposes[6]. The confirmed presence of this particular bat species, suggest the use of a
commercial dried bat guano matrix as the bulk of the sample being sequenced. As in
PRJNA494391[7] which synthetic metagenome samples were constructed using cDNA amplicons
and a specific material matrix to simulate realistic metagenomic reads of a desired virus in a
sample.
Traces of the original template used in the megaprimer PCR process can be seen as traces of
low-matched virus-like reads within this dataset, which are found across the entire RaTG13
genome.

Figure 21: Read coverage of SRX7724752 on the RaTG13 genome. The red pixels represent
significant mismatches on the reads in the dataset.
The Bacterial-like reads in SRX7724752 is also likely a synthetic 16S library—as the only other
dataset with Telomere-like repeats(4%), still contained significant amount of bacterial mRNA.

Figure 22a: a bacterial mRNA read in SRX7724696, the only other dataset on NCBI that contained
Telomere-like repeats in the first 100 reads of the dataset. Total amt. of repeats=4%

Figure 22b: the same species of bacteria in SRX7724752. No significant matches were found.
This dataset is likely subjected to probe-capture sequencing similar to these other datasets—the
use of a positive-sense CoV probe resulted in the selective presentation of the negative ssDNA
strand of the ligation products to show up. This is supported by the observation that while most
of the virus-like reads were on the negative strand, the Repeats does not show a bias in strand
polarity, and the mRNA-like reads have a much higher chance of being on the wrong polarity for
RNA-seq. This is likely due to the ligation process being used.

Probable signs of laboratory manipulation of SRX7724752

Figure 23: Unique, fully-matched 100% read from Homo Sapiens is recovered from the dataset
SRX7724752.

Figure. 24: Marmota Marmota genetic scaffold assemblies returned significant amount of 100%
full-length matched reads that were sometimes also found in Homo Sapiens and Canis Lupus
Famillaris.

Figure.25a: 100% full-length matched reads to Hominid(Pongo Albelii) genomic DNA.

Fig.25b: BLAST search of this sequence revealed it to be a Homo Sapiens endogenous Retrovirus
most similar to HIV-1, and is not found in any known bat genomic assemblies. This sequence is
also found in several cloning vectors for mammalian DNA. Significance of these sequences are
currently unknown.
SRX7724752 contained Traces of confirmed contamination from other organisms, in particularly
that of order Carnivora, Rodentia and Homo Sapiens. As such DNA contamination mostly happen
during extensive manipulation of samples in the labs, This indicate that SRX7724752 Contained
traces of laboratory manipulation, including Canis Lupus Famillaris DNA contamination which
could not have been present in a fecal sample of a bat, even assuming normal lab manipulation
for sequencing purposes.
This indicate the sample may have been subjected to in-vitro manipulation.

No evidence of methodological reasons for the generation of
anomalies in SRX7724752
In Order to test whether a specific sequencing technique was used for the sequencing of
SRX7724752 which may have generated the anomalies observed above, we decided to use the
sequencing depth of the Coronaviruses within SRX7724752 and compare it against another set of

mNGS sequencing data of identical sample, origin, institute and submitted at the same date,
located in PRJNA606159.

Fig. 26a: the Coverage map of Coronaviridae within the datasets located in PRJNA606159,
compared against SRR11085797.
We generated the sequencing depth Heatmap [8] of all datasets located within PRJNA606159,
and the sequencing depth pattern of the Coronavirus reads within such dataset does not show
any statistical differences from that of SRR11085797.

Fig.26b: the experimental design section of the datasets within PRJNA606159 is identical to that
of SRX7724752.

Fig.26c: No evidence of any anomalies were found within the datasets presented in
PRJNA606159
We recently obtained a set of viral mNGS coverage data from a sequencing experiment that Uses
PolyA enrichment for the selection of sequences [9].
Despite being isolated from the total RNA of freshly dissected and cleaned Bee Tissue samples,
these PolyA enriched datasets displayed a heavy bias toward the 3’-end for all viral genomes that
contained a polyA tail, and did not obtain any coverage past 8000nt to the 3’-end of such viral
genomes. This is consistent with the fact that viral genomic RNA obtained from samples, even
when freshly prepared, will always suffer from numerous RNA strand breaks, and therefore will
be heavily biased toward the 3’-end as the enrichment process would have kept mostly the RNA
that contained an intact polyA tail. As Coronaviruses have a PolyA tail, this is in sharp contrast to
that found in SRX7724752, which does not show signs of such bias.

Figure 2 from [9]. A clear bias toward the 3’-end of RNA viral families that contained a polyA tail,
was noticed.

The anomalies in SRX7724752 is associated with the absence
of RNA viruses.
In order to further analyze the implications of the observed anomalies in SRX7724752, we
performed a Keyword search on NCBI SRA using the Keyword “Bat feces” and “Bat fecal”.
We did not find any evidence of an RNA virus (Riboviria) within any of the returned datasets that
contained less than 2.5% bacteria in total cellular organisms that can be confirmed by BLAST.

Figure 27: an example of a TRACE result that does not actually exist when BLASTed against the
reference sequences of said virus.

Figure 28a: an example of a bacteria-depleted dataset. An absence of Riboviria reads was noted.

Figure 28b: in contrast, Riboviria reads are found only in datasets that contained a significant
amount of bacteria.

In addition, We found only 1 dataset that contained any significant levels of a Telomere-like
repeat sequence. However, this dataset does not contain any evidence of an RNA virus(Riboviria).

Figure 29: the only dataset with significant level of Telomere-like repeats (2%). There are no
evidence of Riboviria(RNA viruses) within this dataset.

Signature of likely attenuation of the RaTG13 RBD.
The RaTG13 RBD have reduced binding affinity to ACE2 compared to
other viruses of the same clade.
Recently, a publication which tested the binding affinity and infection efficiency of RaTG13 S to
human ACE2[10] have been published, which suggest that unlike the other RBDs within this clade
(namely SARS-CoV-2 and pCoV_GX), RaTG13 can not bind to human ACE2 efficiently, and is
incapable of entering cells through ACE2 that is expressed at physiological levels.

Fig.5a and 6b from [10]: RaTG13 RBD bound to human ACE2 very inefficiently, and did not show
entry into hACE2-HEK293T cells at physiological level of ACE2 expression.
Initially considered as evidence of “bat specifity” for RaTG13, An recent test [11] did not find any
higher binding affinity of the RaTG13 RBD to R.affinis ACE2 than to human ACE2—in fact, both
the flow cytometry data and the pseudovirus entry data into HEK293T with Overexpressed ACE2
suggest a binding affinity of RaTG13 RBD to R.affinis ACE2 that is slightly lower than that of
RaTG13 RBD to human ACE2.

Fig.5 from [11]: d: The overexpression level for human and R.affinis ACE2 on the HEK293T cells
are the same. e: The binding affinity of RaTG13 RBD-Fc on R.affinis ACE2(Lower Right) is slightly
lower than the binding affinity of RaTG13 RBD-Fc on human ACE2(Lower Middle), and is
significantly lower than the binding affinity of SARS-CoV-2 RBD to human ACE2(Upper middle). g:
Pseudovirus entry assay using Lentivirus on HEK293T with Overexpressed ACE2 show that
SARS-CoV-2-hACE2 > SARS-CoV-2-R.affinis ACE2 > RaTG13-hACE2 > RaTG13-R.affinis ACE2 by
pseudovirus entry efficiency.
A multiple alignment of the RaTG13 Spike protein RBD to other Sarbecovirus Spike protein RBDs
quickly revealed two specific residues—T403 and D501—that were never found in other
Sarbecoviruses. In addition, H505 is found to be absent in all previous R.affinis infecting
Sarbecoviruses.

Fig.30a: multiple sequence alignment of all current known Sarbecovirus RBM sequences on NCBI.
Orange arrows indicating critical residues for infection using ACE2[12][13]. Red square indicates
nr and PDB sequences for the RaTG13 S.

Fig.30b: multiple sequence alignment of R.affinis infecting Sarbecoviruses indicating that H505 is
not found in other known Sarbecovirus strains infecting this species. Red square indicates
previous Sarbecovirus with a host listed as “Rhinolophus Affinis”.
As these sites were found to be unique in RaTG13, and since these 2 sites resulted in a significant
change in the residue’s general properties compared to the analogous position on all other

Sarbecovirus RBD known (Basic in all other RBDs->Neural polar for R403T, Neutral in all other
RBDs -> Acidic for N501D), we set to deduce their effect in the binding of the RBD to ACE2. A
publication using deep mutational scanning analysis[14] suggest that Y449F, N501D and Y505H
resulting in the highest reduction of binding affinity to hACE2 when applied to SARS-CoV-2.

Figure 5F from [14] with different mutations from RaTG13 RBD applied to SARS-CoV-2 RBD.
N501D resulted in the most severe reduction in binding affinity to ACE2, followed by Y449F and
Y505H.
Using structural analysis, we discovered that the residues on ACE2 surrounding Y449, N501 and
Y505 in SARS-CoV-2 are identical between Human and R.affinis ACE2, indicating that the
reduction of binding affinity conferred by N501D, Y449F and Y505H would also cause the same
reduction in binding affinity to R.affinis ACE2. Indeed, no sequence from R.affinis contained D501
or H505, implying that these 2 residues are also avoided in viruses that naturally circulating in
this species, indicating that they cause a substantial reduction of viral fitness if introduced.

Fig. S10 from [10] denoting the effect of different amino acid substitutions on the RaTG13 RBD
and their effects on binding to hACE2.
Indeed, upon mutating the position 501 and position 505 into N and Y, the consensus sequence
within the R.affinis species, the binding affinity of RaTG13 RBD to ACE2 is fully restored, with an
82-fold increase compared to QHR63300.2 in term of ACE2 binding affinity. As these 2 residues
interfaces with residues that were conserved between human and R.affinis ACE2, it is predicted
that the same change will also improve the binding of the RaTg13 RBD to R.affinis ACE2,
potentially to similar levels as SARS-CoV-2 to human ACE2.
Interestingly, the authors of [11] did not test the effect on ACE2 binding affinity of D501N or
H505Y in the RaTG13 RBD, nor did they test any of the RBD mutants on R.affinis ACE2.

Fig.31: Alignment of Human and R.affinis ACE2.

Fig.32: Structure of the pocket surrounding R403, Y449, N501 and Y505 on the SARS-CoV-2 RBD
protein. Yellow is the R403, N501 and Y505 on SARS-CoV-2 RBD, green and white sticks denote
residues that are identical between Human and R.affinis ACE2, Orange sticks denote residues that
were different between SARS-CoV-2 and RaTG13 RBD and Magenta sticks denote residues that
were different between human and R.affinis ACE2.
Consistent with the discovery of two residues (T403 and D501) with unique chemical properties
that have never been recorded in any Sarbecoviruses, This reduction of binding affinity was found
to be general for all animal ACE2 tested, with the highest recorded pseudovirus entry (RLU) being
~10^1 times lower than the entry efficiency of SARS-CoV-2 S on hACE2.

Fig.4 from [16]: Cell-to-cell fusion and pseudovirus entry assay of SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV and
RaTG13 on different ACE2 orthologues overexpressed on HEK293T cells.

The RaTG13 S exhibits a restricted tropism and is specific to
Immortalized Kidney cells.

Fig.1 from [15] comparing the tropism of SARS-CoV-2, pCoV-GD, pCoV-GX and RaTG13. While
only HEK293T-ACE2 displayed an infectivity for RaTG13 pseudovirus with an RLU of over 10^4,
both HEK293T-ACE2 and PK15 displayed a roughly 10^1 difference between the infectivity for
SARS-CoV-2 and RaTG13. All other cell line where there RaTG13 show above-background
infectivity, except for mouse Macrophage cell line RAW264.7, had a difference of 10^2 to 10^3 in
term of pseudovirus entry for SARS-CoV-2 and RaTG13, all with infectivity of SARS-CoV-2
significantly above that of RaTG13.
As ACE2 bind integrins through the KGD motif on position 353-355 which is conserved in human
and R.affinis ACE2[17][18][19], It is modeled that ACE2 in physiological concentrations is bound
to Integrin α5β1 and is inaccessible to binding by the RBD of Sarbecovirus Spike proteins[18],

unless it is displaced by an KGD/RGD motif that is found in all RBD sequences that lacked the two
deletions in SL-CoVs RBDs that does not use ACE2 for entry.[20]
The primary feature of the HEK293T cells (ACE2) used in [11] is their substantially higher
expression of ACE2 over their constitutional ITGB1 expression, which will result in large amount
of free ACE2 that is physiologically unrealistic in real tissues like bat intestines or human lungs.

Fig.2 from [11]: Overexpression of ACE2 orthologues on HEK293T result in an overwhelmingly
high amount of both whole-cell and surface ACE2 molecules comparing to the amount of ITGB1
molecules available for binding to ACE2.
Indeed, Inhibiting the interaction of the Spike toα5β1integrins using an integrin-inhibiting
peptide have been found to reduce the binding and entry efficiency of SARS-CoV-2 to hACE2 and
VERO E6 cells[18], and Integrins have been speculated as a co-receptor for SARS-CoV-2[19][21].

Fig.33a: expression level of ITGA5 on different cell lines.

Fig.33b: expression level of ITGB1 on different cell lines.

Fig.33c: expression level of ITGA3 on different cells lines.
The effect of integrin expression on the entry efficiency of RaTg13 and SARS-CoV-2 S
pseudotyped lentivirus is demonstrated by the difference between the entry efficiency of the 3
Spike proteins to HeLa-ACE2 and HEK293T cells[22].

Fig.3d from[22]: HeLa ACE2 show substantially higher ratios between WuHu-1 or B1.1.7 entry and
RaTG13 entry, compared to HEK293T.
As immortalized Kidney cells (HEK293T) are found to have much lower level of ITGB1, ITGA2 or
ITGA5 expression, compounded with the fact that HEK293T-ACE2 cells is the only human cell line
that support substantial entry by RaTG13 pseudotyped lentivirus with RLU above 10^4[15]
despite all cell lines from humans expressing only human ACE2, This highly restricted tropism of
RaTg13 toward Immortalized Kidney cells likely indicate serial passage within such cells.
Incidentally, the only cell line from R.affinis in possession of the Wuhan Institute Of Virology (WIV)
was RaK4324 cells from the Kidneys, which would have been the laboratory passage host for
RaTG13 if it have been cultured prior to sequencing.[23]
As both the neutral 501 and the basic (R/K)403 are found to be 100% conserved in all
Sarbecovirus RBD proteins except for RaTG13, these 2 positions are likely indispensable for the
in-vivo fitness of Sarbecoviruses in both reservoir hosts, in other animals and in humans.
Since experimental evidence have validated the broadly detrimental effect of both D501 and
T403 on the RaTG13 S on viral fitness (RBD binding to ACE2, Spike entry into cells), these two
positions can be considered as signature of attenuation in the RaTG13 RBD protein.

RaTG13 is an attenuated vaccine strain cultured in
immortalized bat kidney cells?
The only known cell line from R.affinis in possession of the Wuhan Institute of Virology was
RaK4324 Primary Kidney cells[23], which were used in the isolation and culture of bat
Coronaviruses.
Should the SRA dataset of RaTG13, SRX7724752, have been a cell culture of an attenuated virus
within an Immortalized version of the RaK4324 cells, It would simultaneously explain nearly all
the known anomalies associated with the raw read data and the nucleotide sequence of RaTG13,
MN996532.
Bat telomeres are known to not shorten with age[24], which indicate that the mechanism of
telomere erosion is likely absent in bat cells. Should a traditional telomerase based
immortalization strategy being used on a culture of R.affinis Kidney cells, one of the likely
outcome is that telomeric sequences will grow uncontrollably and accumulate to very high
fractions after extensive passage of the cell line due to the TERT activity not being balanced by
telomere erosion mechanisms that were found in other mammalian cells but not bat cells.
In addition, Cell cultures are normally kept under sterile conditions using a cocktail of antibiotics
in combination with aseptic techniques to minimize microbial growth, which would have resulted
in a sample that is mostly sterile with minimal to no bacterial sequences.
One of the defining feature of the SARS-CoV-2 S is the optimization of ACE2 binding and folding at
37℃, a feature that it shares with the RaTG13 S.[26][27] However, the body temperature of a
Horseshoe bat can reach up to 41℃[28], where substantial unfolding of the RaTG13 Spike
happens according to Differential Scanning Fluorimetry on the Spike trimer[27]. This is
incompatible with the high body temperature of a horseshoe bat (as the virus will be inactivated
by the heat generated by bat flight), but is compatible with a cell culture as most cells in
laboratories are cultured at 37℃.
Traces of lentivirus- and HERV-like fragments found in SRX7724752 likely indicate the usage of
retroviral- and lentiviral- vectors on the sample, which are frequently used for the delivery of a
TERT gene for the immortalization of cell lines in-vitro, a pre-requisite for the subsequent culture
and attenuation for a vaccine strain.
Indeed, the combined features of the RaTG13 genome resemble that of a Live Attenuated
Vaccine (LAV) almost suspiciously, to the point that there are actual proposals for the usage of
this sequence as a candidate vaccine against SARS-CoV-2[25].
In addition, evidence of mutagen usage during the divergent evolution of RaTG13 and
SARS-CoV-2 from a common ancestor can be found in the Spike protein CDS of RaTG13,
manifesting as a very large excess of C:T transitions compared to the substitutional pattern of
SARS-CoV-2 WIV04:ZC45, RaTG13:ZC45 or SARS-CoV Tor2:WIV1 on the aligned sections of their
Spike protein CDS sequences.[29] As Mutagens like 5-fluorouracil is not present in wild bats, The
RaTG13 Spike protein CDS would have to be grown in a cell culture to be influenced by
5-fluorouracil and show such a peculiar substitutional pattern.

CONCLUSION

The raw data of BtCoV/RaTG13 Contained multiple anomalies that signifies that the original
sample could not have contained enough RNA template for the extraction of a complete viral
genome as in MN996532.1
Furthermore, many of these anomalies points toward the fraudulent use of a mixed DNA library,
rather than genuine mRNA, for the sequencing of SRX7724752, evident by the presence of
widespread A-T ligation of unrelated dsDNA fragments that can only happen if the same library
preparation process have been ran on dsDNA instead of ssRNA. which would constitute Academic
fraud.
The Spike glycoprotein of RaTG13 does not resemble that of a wild virus but instead possessed
multiple signatures of artificial attenuation in a cell culture when compared to the SARS-CoV-2
Spike and the Spike sequences of other related viruses, indicating that the sequence did not
derive from what the Wuhan Institute Of Virology claimed to be.
Therefore, the sequencing of BtCoV/RaTG13 cannot be considered to be valid or honest as is, and
any publications, including [2], and other publications that cites or use RaTG13 as critical pieces
of evidence or proof, must be immediately invalidated and retracted.
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